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SOCA FUSION - It's a fusion of Hip-Hop, dancehall, soca, and R&B, the new wave in black urban music.

20 MP3 Songs WORLD: Reggae, URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban Details: ARTICAL-bona fide,

genuine, authentic. ONE-being a single unit, being the same in kind or quality, the number denoting unity.

"...Strikes Again" is Artical One's second Soca-Fusion project and indeed, Strike Again is what they have

done. Artical One Productions is a thriving young, innovative independent music production company,

which consists of a team of singers, songwriters, musicians and producers, with its own record label,

Muscle Records and an in-house recording studio facility. With roots planted in the music of the islands,

Reggae, Dancehall, and Soca, Artical One also represents in the R&B, Hip-Hop, and House genres, for a

taste of what they called, SOCA-FUSION. Artical One has grown to be "The Ones To Watch," gaining

recognition from major industry leaders like MTV, Vibe Magazine, Sirius Satellite Radio to name a few.

Artical One Productions made history with their first compilation "Couldn't Believe, " when they became

the first Soca (Caribbean) artists to perform live on satellite radio. Committed to producing only the

highest level of quality and sound, Artical One has worked with a long line of great artists like "Mr. Pose

Off" himself, Screechy Don, Red Foxx, Kevin Lyttle, "Turn Me On," The Mad Stuntman, formerly of the

house duo Reel 2 Real, "I like to Move It, Move It", Bunji Garlin, Super P and Mr. Easy as well as rising

stars like Khari Kill "Picture of Selassie I," Ziggy Ranking "Miserable Life," "Couldn't Believe," and their

very own first lady of Soul, Terry Felicia, "Forever and a Day," (Couldn't Believe Riddim) and "Used to

Love You," featuring Bandy Leggz. Artical One music can be heard on the Internet and radio in the states

and Canada, across the Caribbean and NEXT STOP-- YOUR NECK OF THE WOODS.
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